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ABSTRACT
The larger pre-mare lunar craters are concentrated toward the lunar poles by a factor two over their equatorial densi

ties. Post-mare craters are almost uniformly distributed, with only a marginal trace of the polar concentration. It is con
cluded that the moon's obliquity has not changed since the pre-mare craters formed; that impacting bodies during the early
intense lunar bombardment were concentrated toward high latitudes by an uncertain mechanism, possibly related to the
gravitational field of the nearby earth; that the early bombardment involved a different population of bodies than the post-
mare and current influx; and that the declining early bombardment lasted into early post-mare time. The early projectiles
may have been residual planetesimals in solar orbit or members of a circum-terrestrial swarm. Celestial mechanical studies
of such bodies are highly desirable.

1. Introduction

If the bodies that are assumed to have struck themoon to produce the craters were confined to high-
velocity* orbits with low inclinations, one would
expect a concentration of craters toward the equator,
in view of the moon's obliquity of only 1?5. Alter
nately, if the bodies entered the moon's gravity field
with very low velocities, or were randomly inclined,
one would expect a more random distribution of
craters with respect to latitude. Specifically, one
might expect to detect an equatorial concentration
in the case of asteroidal projectiles, while circum-ter
restrial or cometary impacts would be random.

These ideas led to the present search for latitude
effects in the distribution of lunar craters, with the
hope of obtaining some clue as to the source of the
projectiles. As was demonstrated in Paper II (Hart
mann 1967), the pre-mare craters (which dominate
the upland, or "pure continental," group) and post-
mare craters can be easily divided. Thus we have the
opportunity to perform a test for latitude effects
among both the earliest and the more recent craters.

*High velocity in this paper means velocities that would
produce lunar impacts at considerably higher than lunar
escape velocity, i.e. selenocentric approach velocities greater
than, say, 3 km/sec.

Kuiper (1954) has suggested that the moon in
its early history may have changed its obliquity rad
ically, as would follow from an equation by Tisser-
and (1891). On the other hand, this equation was
developed for small values of the obliquity and may
break down for large values so that one cannot prove
on this basis that the moon would "topple over."
Therefore the crater count test here proposed is use
ful and may in fact yield information on the obliquity
of the moon in its earliest history. Furthermore, it
is highly unlikely that the moon has changed orien
tation significantly in post-mare time, since there
were no major (basin-forming) post-mare impacts
to provide changes in angular momentum nor is
there any morphological or structural evidences for
marked post-mare changes in the direction of the
angular momentum vector (although the grid system
may indicate pre-mare changes in the magnitude of
the angular momentum).

2. Observations
The crater catalogs of Arthur, et. al. (1963,

1964, 1965, 1966) provide ideal data for the lat
itude tests. He had catalogued all of the craters on
the front side larger than 3.5 km diameter on IBM
cards, with both "continental" and post-mare craters
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